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WHY ORDER FROM US? 

www.johnpreston.co.uk

• Deal directly with one of our product specialists

• We have a dedicated Customer Service team  
on hand to help

• We have been a family business in Ireland since 1846

• We supply to the NHS, Education Authority,  
Health Trusts and HSE

• We will always take the time to help  
and understand your needs

• Fabulous range of products and solutions
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WALKING AIDS

PAEDIATRIC WALKING 
FRAME
A vast range of paediatric  
walking frames available,  
in different configurations.  
Please contact a product  
specialist for more information.

PAEDIATRIC TRIPOD
We have a large range of tripods 
and quads available in various 
colours, sizes and weights, 
please contact a product 
specialist for more information

PAEDIATRIC CRUTCHES
We have a large range of paediatric 
crutches available in various different 
sizes and weights, please get in touch 
for further details.
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NIMBO POSTERIOR 
WALKER
The Nimbo is a posterior walker 
with numerous accessories 
available. Outdoor wheels, pelvic 
stabiliser, soft seat harness and 
dampeners. It can be used indoors 
or outdoors available in 5 different 
sizes. Excellent value for money and 
comes with a 24 month warranty.

WALKING AIDS

ROMA WALKER
The Roma Medical Rollator is available in two 
sizes children’s and adult. It has adjustable 
handles and rear none slip rubber feet.

TREKKER GAIT TRAINER
The Trekker gait trainer can be used as a posterior  
or anterior walker, it can be used indoors or outdoors. 
Automatically the Trekker has lockable/multi  
directional wheels, non reverse wheels, 
 dampeners and height adjustable. 
 
It has a wide range of accessories Trunk support, 
 pelvic positioning pad, hand loops, gutters, ankle 
prompts, thigh prompts and guide bar which makes  
the Trekker very prescriptive and excellent value for 
money. Life time warranty on the frame.
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WALKING AIDS

AKCES MED ACTIVALL
The Activall is available in 5 sizes, with a vast 
range of accessories to include pelvic support, 
thoracic support, Forearm support, lower limb 
stabilizers and lower limb separator. This walker 
can be used indoors or outdoors, different 
wheels available.

MULHOLLAND WALKABOUT 
The Mulholland walkabout is a hands free 
gait trainer, 4 models available from baby 
(1years old) to teenager. The Mulholland 
walkabout is very prescriptive with optional 
length & width adjustment to allow for growth, 
optional thoracic & Pelvic support (swing away 
support rather than a sling), Sit bar or Tapered 
abduction seat to prevent scissoring, Neck rest 
options, shoulder pads, arm support and try 
table. Please get in touch for more details.
(Due Summer 2018)
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WALKING AIDS

TOPRO TAURUS WALKER 
This walker is ideal for the home or care 
environment. It is a solid, sturdy walker which 
has been well designed and is very safe to use. 
Choose from a range of accessories including 
adjustable handles, driving and parking brakes 
or the optional swing lock.  

ATO FORM MOWEGO
5 sizes available which are height adjustable. 
The larger version also have a sit to stand 
facility, each model comes with a sandal 
seat as standard. Large variety accessories 
to include footrest, leg guides, anti-tippers, 
variety of weighted springs, Leg separation 
plate, Directional wheels, None reverse brakes, 
various thorax rings, special seats (long & 
narrow) and Drag brakes 
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STANDING AIDS

CAT 1 PRONE STANDER 
The Cat 1 stander is available in 1 size,  
it adjusts from 25 to 85 degrees,  
the Cat 1 standers comes with most 
accessories required as standard with  
a few optional accessories.

SMART VERTICAL STANDER
The smart vertical stander is available in 8 
sizes, the Smart stander is lightweight and has 
a small footprint so works very well for areas 
with limited space. 

CAT 2 TRI STANDER 
The Cat 2 stander is available in two  
sizes, can be used in vertical, prone  
or supine. The vast majority of accessories 
come as standard however there are  
a few optional accessories.
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THERA VERTO
The Thera Verto is a robust vertical 
stander that can take up to a user 
weight of 140kg. The Verto is a vertical 
stander and offers excellent support 
for the client – the Verto can also be 
upgraded to have an electric lifting belt 
to help get the client into the stander.

JCM AURORA 
The JCM Aurora is a 3 in 1 standing 
frame, which can accommodate a full 
range from supine, through to upright 
and prone. Offering a full selection of 
options and accessories to support 
functionality and contemporary therapy, 
plus individual standing needs. All of 
this can be achieved with one tool for 
adjustment, supporting a user-friendly 
approach to postural management.

STANDING AIDS

THERA BALO
The Thera Balo is very similar to 
the Thera Verto and has the same 
support system. However the 
Thera Balo also has the facility to 
not only be a vertical 
stander but to also work as a 
balance trainer/stander.
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STANDING AIDS

DALMATIAN  
MULTIFUNCTIONAL DEVICE
The Dalmatian is a multifunctional piece  
of equipment that can be used as a chair  
but also converts into a standing frame.  
As a standing frame the Dalmatian offers  
vertical or supine standing. This is a great  
device to save the need for manual handling  
and reduce the amount of time of the transfer.
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PHYSIOTHERAPY AIDS 

ADJUSTABLE BENCHES 
Height adjustable benches available in three 
different sizes or alternatively we also supply 
the posture system which has added support

PAEDIATRIC STEPS 
Paediatric steps with hand rails  
(adult version also available)

PARALLEL BARS 
Height adjustable paediatric parallel bars  
(adult versions also available)

CRAB AND CRAB PRO 
ADJUSTABLE STOOLS
The crab stool is a comfortable durable stool 
equipped with solid rubber castors for easy 
transportation. The Crab PRO has a contoured 
shape and adjustable height. Its durable 
construction and sturdy wheels will certainly 
make it easier for you to work with the patient.
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SPINAL BOARDS
We offer a range of spinal boards for Hydro 
pools, with a wide range of accessories

NECK SUPPORT
We offer various neck supports for Hydro to 
keep the child or adults head out of the water.

HYDROBELTS
The Comfy Hydro-belt is a great moving and 
handling belt for Hydro, various alternatives available.

HYDROTHERAPY AIDS
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TOMCAT CUSTOM  
MADE TRIKES
Tomcat trikes are a little different than other 
trikes on the market. Tomcat trikes are custom 
made to suit to the child, trikes available from 
the age of 2 years old & upwards to adult sizes. 

With Tomcat trikes we choose everything, the 
handle bars, the saddle, the amount of support, 
whether we would like carer control (so the 
carer can control the trike & brake the trike), 
the colour. Also the Tomcat trikes split in half 
to make transporting them very easy and can 
even be converted into a trailer trike. (Attach 
onto mum and dad’s bike)

TRIKES

WHY TOMCAT? 
•   Peace of mind
•   Completely bespoke to your  
     child’s exact needs and measurements
•   Built to last
•   Exceptional value and customer service
•   Quality and innovation
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TRIKES

TOMCAT BULLET
SEMI RECUMBENT TRIKE
The bullet is a new member of the  
Tomcat family of trikes, the advantage  
with the bullet trike is for clients who  
need a semi recumbent trike rather than  
a conventional trike this solves the problem. 
But still offers the same custom built  
facilities that make Tomcat the bestselling 
trikes in the UK & Ireland.

TOMCAT TRAILER CHAIR
Tomcat designed a trailer accessory that 
quickly coverts a trike to a trailer, for 
towing behind a carers bike. It is easily 
transportable and quick to build – coverts 
from a trike to a trailer in seconds.
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TRIKES

TOMCAT TAMARA TRIKE
The Tomcat Tamara trike is a custom  
made Tomcat trike but also has the extra 
facility of being a hoist accessible trike.  
The trike has a swivel seat and backrest  
that can move out of the way to allow  
a safe hoist transfer into the trike.

TOMCAT HAND BIKE 
The Tomcat hand bike has the same facilities 
as the Tomcat custom made trikes, but 
instead of using your feet to propel the trike 
your using your hands. The frame can still be 
split in half, you can still have carer control 
and the frame is height and angle adjustable.
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EQUIPMENT FOR RESTRICTED GROWTH

WOODEN TOILET FRAME
The wooden toilet frame is available 
in three different step heights 120mm, 
140mm or 160mm. Offering greater 
support to the child or adult who is 
able to hold on to the hand rails while 
transferring on and off the toilet.

FAMILY TOILET SEAT
A durable white toilet seat made  
from tough polypropylene plastic.  
It combines a standard adult toilet  
seat with a fold down child size toilet 
seat to reduce the toilet seat size  
and provide secure seating for  
the child. Designed to help to train  
children to use the toilet and is very 
easy to use. Fits easily onto most 
standard toilets, replacing the existing 
seat. Hygienic and easy to clean. 

SVAN BALANCE
The Svan balance is available in 10 
different configurations in total –  
the Svan Balance bolts to the toilet 
seat so is very secure. There are 
numerous arm options & footrest 
options available and the arms, 
footrest and overall frame is  
height adjustable.
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MERCADO CHAIR RANGE
The Mercado range of chairs are similar 
to office chairs in design but offer a 
lot more in terms of functionality. The 
Mercado chairs have fantastic height 
range – which allows users to potentially 
reach area’s that they wouldn’t normally 
be able to reach. This can be a manual 
chair or electric – the chair also has a 
brake so can be used safely.

EQUIPMENT FOR RESTRICTED GROWTH

TOMCAT SCIENCE CHAIR
The Tomcat science chair is particularly 
clever – generally used in the classroom 
environment but can also be used at 
home. The science chair is designed to 
increase independence, it has a transfer 
step and a footplate, the child transfers 
onto the chair using the transfer step and 
then pulls a lever which allows the child 
to rotate the seat into the desk and have 
their feet firmly on the footplate.
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BREEZI HIGH CHAIR
The Breezi high chair is available in three  
sizes, starting from tiny tots to teenagers.  
The chair is very easy to adjust and there  
are a wide variety of accessories available  
to give additional posture and support.

AKCES MED KIDOO
The Kidoo chair is a very good value 
wooden chair, available in 5 sizes, 
the chair has back angle recline as 
standard, numerous accessories 
available. Laterals, headrest, Tray, 
Mobile Base, Ski’s and footplates.

HEATHFIELD
The Heathfield chair is one of the most popular chairs on the market, it is  
designed for good postural sitting with minimum support. Available in 5 sizes to  
accommodate children from 18 months to adult. A range of accessories are also available.

SEATING & POSITIONING
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DALMATIAN 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL CHAIR
The Dalmatian chair is a multifunctional 
device – that can be used as postural seating 
system but this clever chair can also turn 
into a supine or upright stander. Without the 
need to transfer out of the chair.

JORDI CHAIR
The Jordi chair is a metal framed 
chair which is aimed generally for 
children in mainstream schools that 
require some additional support. 
Numerous accessories available.

SEATING & POSITIONING
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FLOOR SITTERS

SPECIAL TOMATO SOFT-TOUCH SITTER
This soft touch seat provides a seating experience for a 
special needs child that is comfortable and functional. 
The Soft-Touch Sitters are made from a Latex-Free, Seamless 
material that is impermeable to fluids and guaranteed to be 
peel and tear resistant. Special Tomato Soft-Touch Sitters 
have a strong exterior that will stand up and last, while the 
inside is a soft, comfortable foam ensuring a comfortable sit. 
It has a soft contoured seat with anti-thrust seating surface, 
a built in abductor, contoured head and lateral supports and 
an adjustable 5 point positioning harness. The attachment 
straps are for securing to a standard chair. 

TUMBLE FORMS FEEDER SEAT
The Tumble Forms feeder seat ensures children
are comfortable and secure during meal times, 
easy to wipe down. The Tumble Forms Feeder seat 
can accommodate young people for any upright 
activity for short periods of time, at home or at school.
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JCM SUNBEAM
Sunbeam has a gentle rocking action which can 
be disengaged when not needed. This enables you 
to gently rock your child to sleep in any position, 
reducing unnecessary handling. The tilt in space and 
recline functions also aid the gradual development 
of head control. The lightweight plastic frame and 
removable, washable covers make Sunbeam the 
practical choice. Generous cushioning in the shaped 
seat and back provide excellent comfort, while the 
adjustable tray allows Sunbeam to be used as a 
functional seat as well as a feeding chair.

FLOOR SITTERS

AKCES MED NOOK  
FLOOR SITTER
The nook floor sitter comes complete  
with most accessories required with just  
a couple of optional accessories. Available 
in three sizes and a range of colours.
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ACTIVITY CHAIRS

JCM TRITON SIZE 1-3
Triton offers individuals who have extensive 
and complex seating and postural needs the 
opportunity to get active with others and their 
surroundings. Its unique combination of design, 
form and functionality helps children, young 
people, adults and their respective carers 
achieve greater levels of independence. Triton is 
therefore a socially inclusive seating system that 
meets the functional and clinical needs of the 
user and has been designed and developed with 
a broad spectrum of customers and their many 
different environments in mind.

JCM TRITON SIZE 0
The Triton Zero is the same as its 
big brother below but is the smallest 
activity chair on the market, going 
down to 15cm seat depth but still 
offering excellent postural support.

JCM NEPTUNE
Neptune is a very user friendly, 
lightweight seating system. 
Available in 2 sizes it has a vast 
range of adjustment for growth, 
with a seat depth starting at 20cm 
all the way up to 45cm, and a seat 
width from 16.5cm to 42.5cm (at 
the hips) – Neptune caters for an 
age range 18 months to 10 years.
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ACTIVITY CHAIRS

URSUS ACTIVE 

MULTI SEAT
The Ursus active is 4 products in one,  
the Ursus active chair can be mounted onto  
two different Hi Lo bases a wheelchair base  
and a buggy base. A real space saving  
piece of equipment.
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COMFORT SEATING

CAREFLEX HUGGLE
The Huggle chair is a fantastic tilt – in-space 
paediatric chair for comfort seating. The chair is 
available in medium or high pressure relief in fabric 
or vinyl. There are two sizes available and a large 
amount of accessories to make the chair more 
prescriptive and supportive.

CAREFLEX SMALL SMART SEAT
The small smart seat is width & depth adjustable, 
it also has a leg compensating leg rest and built-in 
(under the chair) footplate. The chair is Tilt-in-space 
as standard and has optional back angle recline, 
because the chair width and depth adjusts it really 
does grow with the child.

CAREFLEX HYDROFLEX SMALL
The Hydroflex is a tilt in space chair with back 
angle recline as standard, the Hydroflex is a 
great chair to bridge the gap between paediatric 
and adult seating. It offers fantastic seat depth 
adjustment, up to 500mm, various different backs 
which can be easily changed in the future.
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COMFORT SEATING

JCM JUPITER
The JCM Jupiter chair is a comfort chair  
with some clever features, the chair can  
be made with a split seat, laterals,  
shoulder protractors so is a good 
compromise between comfort seating  
and an activity chair.

CAREFLEX SMART SEAT 
PRO SMALL
The Smart Seat Pro is the most advanced chair of its 
type, it is width and depth adjustable so really does 
grow with the child. It also has a multi adjustable back 
so accommodates scoliosis, lordosis and kyphosis and 
the back rest is also height adjustable.
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CHILLI BEAN POSTURE CUSHION 
The chilli bean is a mouldable bean bag chair, Unlike 
regular bean bags the Chilli Bean posture cushion 
retains it’s position set, but then adapts to new 
position when required. Chilli Bean could be used 
as a soft bean bag to relax or hard shell for the 
posture support. You can decide the shape and 
hardness of the cushion

PROTAC SENSIT CHAIR
The Sensit Chair is a calming chair, 
aimed for ADHD, Autism, Dementia 
to name but a few conditions – the 
chair has 4 weighted sections 
that can be customised. The chair 
is a great multipurpose chair for 
numerous clients and the weighted 
support can be used in numerous 
different ways.

COMFORT SEATING
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MOULDABLE SUPPORTS

STABILO GRANDE

MATTRESS
The Stabilo Grande is a mouldable 
mattress that can be used in various 
different ways, it can be doubled 
over and used as floor sitter, can 
be inserted into a chair or the most 
popular use is to use the Grande as 
a sleep system. The great feature 
of this range is that is can be easily 
moulded and re-moulded.

BODYMAP COMBI SEAT 
AND BACK CUSHION
The BodyMap combi cushion  
offers support in the base of the 
cushion and also offers support  
for the back with laterals and all  
parts of the cushion are mouldable  
to suit the client..

BODYMAP POSTURE 
CUSHION
The BodyMap cushion is a  
mouldable cushion that can  
be added to a chair, wheelchair,  
buggy or even seat of a flight. 
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TOILETING & BATHROOM

BURNETT BATH SUPPORT 
The Burnett Bath Support is a mouldable  
bathing support, it has a ramped seat to  
prevent the child slipping down the bath.  
The mould is simply created using an air  
hand or foot pump.

MANGAR SURFER BATHER 
A powered elevating bath lift for children, 
which minimises moving & handling risks to 
therapists, parents and carers alike. The  
bathlift is operated by low air pressure using 
the battery powered Airflo power source.

SEAHORSE PLUS SANICHAIR
The new Seahorse is available in 3 sizes, 
a great Commode/Shower Chair, the 
manufacturers have redesigned the 
Seahorse this year and improved various 
functions & features of the chair. The 
seahorse now comes complete with a more 
comfortable liner, more support and more 
accessories available.
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TOILETING & BATHROOM

NONO BATH CHAIR
The NONO bath chair is a basic bath chair for 
children who don’t need a vast amount of support, 
but just minimal support required. The chairs back 
is adjustable, comes with one lap strap but more 
straps can be ordered. Available in 2 sizes, folds near 
enough flat so very good for travel purposes.

LITO BATH CHAIR
The Lito is a very clever bath chair that is 
available in four sizes. The great advance 
with the Lito is it goes a lot lower into the 
bath so the chid can be closer to the water 
than standard bath chairs.

EGO BATH CHAIR
The EGO Bath Chair is designed for children 
with more complex needs. Equipped with 
a range of supports including trunk and 
lower limbs support, head support with 
pelottes and pelvic belt. The chair can be 
fully adjusted to your childs individual needs. 
Available in 3 sizes and fold easily taking  
up little space.
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CHILDREN’S SHOWER CHAIR
This height adjustable children’s shower chair is 
equipped with a comfortable plastic seat with 
drainage holes and supportive back and arm 
rests. Also includes non-slip ferrule feet for
extra support and for your peace of mind.

AUSTIN SHOWER CRADLES
The Austin Tilt in space Shower cradle range
is designed to accommodate a wide range of 
clients, comes in three sizes and can be 
adapted to suit the users needs and requirements. 
The design of this chair enables easy access for 
cleaning and drying as well as comfort due to the 
materials ability to mould to the users body shape.

ROMA COMMODE
The Roma commode includes an adjustable 
buckle strap for security and features a gap 
fronted toilet seat with hygienic removable 
pot with lid. Also equipped with a moulded 
comfort foam backrest.

TOILETING & BATHROOM
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HMN M2 MINI ETIP 
The M2 Mini El-Tip is a powered Tilt in 
Space paediatric shower chair which can be 
tailored to the individual requirements of the 
child and will grow with the child. 

HMN MINI M2 SELF-PROPELLED 
SHOWER CHAIR
The M2 Mini Self-propelled is a highly configurable, 
self-propelling paediatric shower chair which can be 
tailored to the individual requirements of the child 
and will grow with the child. 

HORCHER DOLPHIN  
SHOWER CHAIR
The Dolphin is a children’s shower and  
toileting chair featuring both electrical tilt  
in space and height adjustment via a handset 
making it an ideal solution for parents or  
nursers to carry out care in  
a comfortable position.

TOILETING & BATHROOM
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CHANGING BENCHES & SHOWER TROLLEY’S 

SEERS JUNIOR SHOWER TROLLEY 
Designed to provide transport to and from the 
showering area, these mobile hydraulic Shower 
Trolley’s feature a foam padded PVC liner for added 
patient comfort, a linked wheel system with central 
locking and steering facility.

HOMECRAFT  
CHANGING TABLE 
The Homecraft paediatric changing table 
is one of the best selling kids changing 
tables on the market due to its excellent 
value, robust design and bright kid 
friendly colour. It comes fitted with  
2 padded cot sides for safety and 
is highly mobile thanks to its large 
retractable braked castors which also 
gives the added benefit of being hoist 
accessible with a clearance of 160 mm. 
Available in a choice of hydraulically  
or electrically operated models.
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CHANGING BENCHES & SHOWER TROLLEY’S 

WALL MOUNTED 
CHANGING BENCHES 
The changing and shower 
benches from Pressalit Care  
have all been designed to  
provide a stable platform for 
changing children. There are 
both height-adjustable and  
fixed products with different 
levels of equipment for  
safety and comfort.

PLINTH 2000
The Plinth changing table is designed 
specifically for use within schools and homes 
for changing disabled people. The product 
features include optional cot sides, easy 
operation, low running costs, high density fire 
retardant foam, hardwearing anti-microbial 
vinyl and a unique lifetime guarantee.
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PAEDIATRIC AIDS 

SCHOOL CHAIR FOOTREST
Height adjustable footrest, easy to fit and fits 

to any standard school chair.

ADJUSTABLE STEPS 
Versatile steps ideal for children or adults when 

a little extra height is required. Ideal for the 
home, next to the bath, toilet, sink, bed or to 

reach a cupboard.

MOV-IN SIT 
Helps growing children develop a correct and 

healthy posture, it’s ideal for children who tend 
to slump in their chair due to poor awareness or 

low muscle tone in their trunk.

ROKZI ARMS & LEGS
A simple and effective stability system 

for children who need extra support in a 
standard school chair.
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PAEDIATRIC BEDS 

FLOORBED
FloorBed by Accora is the ultimate 
low bed at only 15cm high including 
the mattress thereby eliminating the 
risk of falls from bed. An innovative 
and cost effective way of protecting 
children at a medium to high risk of 
falling. Equipped with height adjust-
able features allowing safe working 
height for the carer.

PAEDIATRIC ALTERNATING 
MATTRESS
The Paediatric alternating mattress is a 
specialist replacement mattress system 
specifically designed to fit paediatric profiling 
beds and to give optimum therapy for 
children and young adults.
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PAEDIATRIC BEDS

KALIN COT
Kalin profiling bed is equipped with a range of height 
adjustable features and includes safety side panels and 
comfortable pressure relieving mattress. The bed can 
be tailored to meet the individual requirements of the 
child whether for use in a hospital or at home.

IMPRESSION COT
This cot has been designed 
so that it is easily assembled 
and installed. It will serve 
your needs in what is a very 
demanding environment 
and create a safe space 
for children of all ages and 
sizes. It is available in two 
mattress platform sizes. 
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SAFESPACE COSYFIT
Cosyfit is a robust high-sided sleep area 
used mainly as a safe bed for those at risk 
of falling or hurting themselves on metal or 
wooden bed surrounds. Available with  
a hi-lo adjustable platform

SAFESPACE SIESTA
The Siesta creates a safe, low stimulation 
environment that promotes easier settling 
at bedtime and improves sleep patterns, 
providing a safer environment for those 
who continue to wake at night.

The Siesta’s versatility and easy clean 
design make it particularly suitable for 
hospital settings or other situations where 
a wide range of clients’ needs can be 
accommodated by one extremely tough 
and versatile piece of equipment.
Available with a hi-lo adjustable platform

PAEDIATRIC BEDS 
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SAFESPACE
The Safespace is designed for those with autism, 
epilepsy, behaviours which challenge and profound 
multiple learning difficulties, including those with 
full mobility. It provides an extremely robust space 
to sleep, move, roll or play freely, reducing the risk 
of injury by eliminating hard surfaces.

SAFESPACE
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SAFESPACE

SAFESPACE HI-LO
Safespace Hi-Lo was designed for those who 
require nursing care and the flexibility of a height 
adjustable platform, the Safespace Hi-Lo has a 
41cms range of travel to provide a comfortable 
working height for most carers.
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STABILO MULTISEAT
Ideal for use as a fully crash tested car 
seat, in buggies and wheelchairs as well 
as many custom applications. This seat 
can be adjusted to individual needs 
thanks to the stabilo system.

JCM CARROT
The JCM Carrot 3 special needs car seat has 
been designed, engineered and built to offer 
the very best position and safety for children 
with insufficient head and body stability.

TRAVEL
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TRAVEL

TOMCAT SUNFLY
Sunfly easily converts from a sleeping or 
feeding chair to a wheelchair to a bicycle 
trailer and even to a ski chair, in just seconds. 
The perfect product for those families who 
love to travel and are frequently on the go!

SAFESPACE VOYAGER
A safe, transportable bed for holidays and trips 
away from home. The Voyager is a free-standing 
structure consisting of a robust, but lightweight, 
aluminium frame. It is suitable for respite care 
and for those who are uncomfortable in unfamiliar 
surroundings or are used to a safe room.
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INVACARE BIRDIE MOBILE HOIST
With maximum space for the user, both the Invacare 
Birdie and the Birdie Compact offer a truly comfortable lift 
and transfer to or from beds, chairs or even the floor. The 
lifters are designed to ensure that folding and unfolding 
can be carried out easily and without the need for tools. 
In addition, the lifter can be dismantled into two parts if 
needed – also without tools.

MOVING & HANDLING

INVACARE ROBIN CEILING HOIST
The Invacare Robin ceiling hoist provides a unique and 
innovative method of transfer. The two strap design has 
no obstructive spreader bar; offering a safe and dignified 
transfer with optimal client and carer contact. The two 
strap design gives excellent stability and the smooth soft 
start function makes positioning more gentle and the two 
speed motor reduces the amount of time required for 
transfer. The absence of a spreader bar provides a sense  
of freedom and enhances the transfer experience. 
Maximum user weight is 200Kg.
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MOVING & HANDLING

HORCHER TONYA HOIST  
Horcher Kids Tonya Patient Hoist provides safe 
and comfortable transfers thanks to its powered 
positioning cradle which provides caregivers the ability 
to pick up patients and comfortably move them to a 
sitting or lying position at the touch of a button.

HORCHER KIDS STANDING HOIST
Horcher Kids Raisa is a sit to stand hoist designed 
especially for children.  Featuring a unique powered 
height adjustment of the knee blocks, the Raisa 
provides safe and fully upright standing transfers
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MOVING & HANDLING

PAEDIATRIC SLINGS 
We have a large variety of 
paediatric slings available  
from 4 different manufacturers, 
which can be used with any type  
of hoist. From the basic to the  
most complicated and  
custom made slings.

KLIP2LIFT HOISTABLE CLOTHING
The Klip2Lift hoistable clothing system is attractive, 
unobtrusive and designed to be worn all day.

The user is simply clipped onto any hook or loop 
fixing hoist and this is easier to do than by using a 
traditional sling system with a patient hoist.

The Klip2Lift Handling Jacket has been developed 
to provide support to those who require assistance 
when gait training, when standing or rehabilitation.  
It promotes safer handling and support for the carer 
as well as a dignified approach for the user.

 

HORCHER LEXA PATIENT HOIST
The Lexa patient lift from Horcher is an excellent 
multi functional lift that can easily lift up patients 
from a sitting or lying position.

It can lift patients from the floor and move them 
easily and safely to a sitting or lying position. 

It is a very comfortable belt lifter due to its swivel 
spreader bar. The sway free transport offers a 
feeling of security.

The Lexa is available with a varity of slings  
it can be used with both loop slings or  
4-point clip connectors.
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DOBUGGY 
The DoBuggy Stroller is designed for children 
with special needs. It is both comfortable 
and sturdy, keeping the pusher in complete 
control even if the child is moving around. It is 
easy to manoeuvre and perfectly stable even 
on bumpy or uneven surfaces.

MACLAREN MAJOR ELITE 
The Maclaren Major Elite has been developed 
to meet the demand for an everyday buggy for 
children, who as a result of a disability have a 
need for portable, parent wheeled transport. 
Supplied in the basic format, the Major can 
also be customised with various accessories 
for added comfort.

BUGGIES
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BUGGIES

AKCES MED HIPPO+
Hippo+ Special needs buggy is the perfect 
stroller for daily care with supreme 
positioning features. It is equipped with 
swivel front wheels and reversible seat unit 
as standard so your child can face you or 
look outwards. Its foldable frame makes it 
ideal for those parents on the go. Available 
in 2 sizes and comes with many adjustable 
features to suit your child’s individual needs.

AKCES MED ULISES EVO
Ulises Evo buggy is particularly useful for 
patients requiring additional stabilisation. 
It has adjustable seat depth and backrest 
tilt angle to meet needs of your child. With 
simple and light construction it can be easily 
folded, it is also smaller than most strollers 
- it can fit into the boot of a small car. 
Available in 3 sizes and includes an excellent 
range of safety features.
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ACTIVATE4KIDS TANDEM 
The Tandem Buggy from Activate for Kids 
is the only special needs buggy with a 
sensible solution for carrying a second 
child. It folds making it ideal for transpor-
tation. Some of the key features include 
Rear suspension, Tilting Seat Unit. You 
can choose from a range of accessories 
including range of accessories: Head-
rests, Trunk Supports, Harnessing.

ACTIVATE4KIDS  
STREETWISE
Streetwise special needs buggy from 
Activate for Kids sets new standards of 
simplicity and protection. Compact folding 
for easy storage and transportation. Key 
features include Tilt in space, Reclining 
backrest, Postural support, growing seat, 
Crash tested.

AKCES MED OMBRELO
The Ombrello Buggy is an excellent light 
and easy to fold buggy that includes the 
innovative BodyPrint seat with a unique 
belt system. Equipped with a range of 
adjustable features to suit your child’s 
individual needs and to ensure correct 
position as well as 30° fixed tilt that 
promoted upper body positioning.

BUGGIES
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BUGGIES

TENDERCARE SWIRL
The Swirl is one of the most versatile buggies 
around. Its rotating mechanism caters to 
both your own and your child’s ever-changing 
needs. The Swirl can be easily rotated to 
either a forward (world-facing) or rearward 
(parent-facing). Some of the key features 
are: seat tilt, swivel and front locking castors, 
compact and easy to fold, soft touch pin 
lock brake, wide range of adjustments, crash 
tested and much more.

TENDERCARE SNAZZI
The Snazzi is a modern, simple-to-use, 
special needs pushchair designed to 
accommodate a wide variety of seating 
needs. With its quick, all-in-one folding 
frame, the Snazzi is the ideal travel 
companion for all of life’s adventures. 
Features include a wide range of 
adjustments, easy to use footbrake, swivel 
front castors, back recline to 95 degrees. 

TENDERCARE SNAPPI
The Snappi is a highly adaptable, special 
needs pushchair designed to accommodate a 
wide variety of seating needs. It is lightweight 
and easy to fold making it ideal for storage 
and transportation. Key features include a 
wide range of adjustment, seat tilt, swivel 
castors, soft-touch pin lock brake, quick 
release seat unit, height & angle adjustable 
flip up footrest and much more.
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PAEDIATRIC TABLES

MERCADO REAL TABLE
The Mercado Table is designed for use in any 
type of situation. The multitude of options 
and continuous adjustment over a wide 
range ensure that the correct posture can 
be obtained. The stomach recess will ensure 
that the child is far more stable, leaving them 
more energy for reading, counting and crafts. 
This stable, robust desk will last for years. 
It is ideally suited for combination with the 
Mercado Real paediatric chair. Both the desk 
and the chairs are designed in such a way 
that they form a single unit with existing 
school furniture.

AKCES MED JOY TABLE
The JOY Table is an excellent height 
adjustable table that can be used with 
any positioning chair, or school and office 
chairs. It has a wide table top making it 
suitable for playing, learning, eating or 
using a computer. The Joy Table is very 
stable due to its firm construction.

JONCARE VARIHEIGHT TABLE
The Varied height table from Joncare is 
designed to be height adjustable and are 
great for use either singly or in a group. The 
frame has a heavy duty steel construction 
with epoxy coating. The height adjustable 
features of this table make it ideal for all 
age groups. Smooth action that allow height 
adjustability in one movement.
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PAEDIATRIC TABLES

ABLE TABLE 
The Able Table’s universal design allows a 
carer, teacher, or parent to easily offer hand 
over-hand assistance, whilst in an everyday, 
inclusive and comfortable setting. Designed 
to offer wheelchair users and their carers / 
peers a comfortable sociable setting

SALLI SCHOOL TABLE
The Salli School Desk can be used in both 
a sitting and standing position. Height 
adjustable from 71-110 cm. It is easy to move 
around with front castors. It is stable and 
offers an affordable solution.

ACTIVATE4KIDS SOLO TABLE
is a Height and Angle Adjustable Table that 
has a work surface 900mm (36”) wide by 
700mm (28”) deep, making this a table for 
one person. 

The height variation is from 710mm  
(28”) in its lowest setting to 1070mm  
(42”) when fully raise
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EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

THERA TIGO 510 
The Tigo range of THERA trainers can be tailored 
to suit individual disability needs and ranges, 
and provides workout for a variety of people 
including wheelchair users. The Thera 510 model 
includes control and display unit with 10.4″ 
colour screen including touch-functions as well 
as many adjustable features and supports.

THERA 540
The THERA-Trainer mobi 540 is a 
compact and convenient arm and 
leg exerciser. It has been specifically 
designed to help those who have slight 
physical limitations and was developed 
for daily use in the home. It is very light 
weighing just 13.5 kgs making it ideal for 
transportation and storage.

INVICTUS ACTIVE TRAINER
The Invictus Active Trainer wheelchair 
treadmill improves your fitness, balance and 
technique enabling you to lose weight and 
achieve your fitness goals – used in the home, 
gym or clinic it is helping people Worldwide. 
It is very easy to set up, requiring no tools and 
you can record your speed and distance on 
your phone with the app!
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EXCEL G3 KIDS
The Excel G3 Paediatric is an 
easy to use kid’s wheelchair, with 
solid steel side frame. The height 
adjustable push handles can be easily 
adjusted to suit an attendant. The 
G3 Paediatric also has swing away 
detachable footrest fitted as standard 
making it easy to fold up and save on 
space if transporting the chair.

PROGEO JOKER JNR
The Joker Junior 2.0 wheelchair from Italian 
manufacturers, Progeo is an ultralight active 
wheelchair with rigid frame. Comes equipped 
with a wide range of adjustments - the Joker 
grows with your child. You choose everything 
from the frame type, frame colour, tires, 
footplate etc. Bespoke custom built to your 
child’s unique style / preferences.

MOBILITY
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BEROLLKA KAYOU  
WHEELCHAIR
The Kayou wheelchair from Berollka is an 
excellent lightweight, manoeuvrable active 
wheelchair for children. Requires minimum 
effort to operate. The special seat and 
back pad offers optimum support and 
security for your child. Custom made to 
your child’s individual measurements and 
preferences. Designed to give your child 
the opportunity for a great start to life – 
keeping active at a young age.

MOBILITY

QIMOVA PAEDIATRIC 
POWERCHAIR
The new Qimova Paediatric Comfort 
Chair is designed especially for small 
children, with an effective seat width 
down to 32 cm and seat depth down to 
30 cm, extra short leg rests and back 
rest, while offering all the comfort, 
flexibility and features of the Qimova 
Comfort Wheelchair. Tailor-made to 
meet the precise needs of the individual 
user and equipped with a wide range of 
excellent standard features.
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QUICKIE ATTITUDE HYBRID
The Quickie Attitude Hybrid model 
lets you exercise when you want to and 
gives users the ability and freedom to go 
anywhere they want including over rough 
terrain and up steep gradients. Fits onto 
a selection of rigid frame wheelchairs. 
Please contact is to discuss compatibility 
with your childs current wheelchair or to 
arrange an assessment. 

MOBILITY

QUANTUM KIDS POWERCHAIR
Quantum Kids Powerchair offers exceptional 
versatility and adjustability, allowing it to 
grow with your child to meet their changing 
needs. Provides excellent manoeuvrability 
and stability. The Mid Wheel 6 chassis design 
moves with simplicity and ease giving the user 
the confidence to explore their environment. 
Available in a range of eye catching colours and 
equipped with the innovative synergy seating 
system and 90° Paediatric swing-away legrests.
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HEADRESTS

WHITMYER HEADS UP 
The Heads Up is an innovative head 
support designed to maximize clients’ 
interaction with their environment by 
providing anterior, posterior, and lateral 
support of the head and neck. It features 
comfortable, anatomically shaped support 
pad, a removable chin support and swing 
out arms to assist easy client transfers and 
varying client needs. 

I2I HEADREST 
The i2i offers a complete head and neck 
positioning solution, providing effective 
support for keeping the head midline and 
preventing it from falling forwards or back. 

RBF HEADREST 
The RBF headrest is an excellent 
vacuum support system for users  
who require head and neck support.  
It moulds to the users unique shape 
and keeps their head and neck 
stabilised and supported.  
Available in two sizes.
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VARILITE JNR BACKREST
Lightweight and easy to use,  
the Junior Back Support is perfect 
for children who need a little extra 
support. Moderate positioning is 
achieved using an adjustable  
Varilite air-foam floatation  
cushion, a deep-contoured shell  
and versatile mounting hardware  
that allows for growth.

ROHO QUADTRO  
SELECT CUSHION
The Roho Quadtro Select pressure 
cushion is an air flotation cushion with 
4 separate air compartments which can 
be independently adjusted to the users 
individual requirements. Available in a 
wide range of sizes and low or high-profile 
options available.

JAY GS CUSHION
The jay gs cushion is designed for children 
who require high postural support. 
Lightweight foam base with growth 
capabilities. You can choose from a 
range of jay flow fluid pads – standard, 
balance and pressure relief. Comes with 
incontinence resistant cover as standard or 
opt for the air exchange cover

PRESSURE CARE
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NEATER EATER FEEDING AIDS

NEATER EATER FEEDING AIDS
The neater eater range is designed to help those with limited 
mobility undertake tasks like eating, drinking and using their arms 
for everyday tasks.

 The range includes:

• Manual Neater Eater Feeding Aid 
 enables people to use their own  
 movements to feed themselves

• Robotic Neater Eater Feeding Aid  
 The Robotic version has features to  
 provide a far wider range of choices in  
 independent eating. Powered by a touch  
 screen app or operated anywhere  
 the user has movement.

• Neater Drinker drinking aid  
 allows those with limited head  
 movement the ability to drink.

• Neater Eater Powered Arm Support 
 enables people with muscle weakness  
 to use their arms.
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PROTAC SENSIT CHAIR
Protac SenSit is a sensory-stimulating chair 
that provides a sense of security and calm and 
increased levels of concentration among users. 
Children, adults and the elderly suffering from 
mental and physical restlessness can benefit 
from Protac SenSit.

The chair is filled with balls in the seat and back 
and in the special neck and side wings. These 
wings can be placed around the body as required, 
enveloping and calming the user.

SOUTHPAW BLANET
Southpaw Weighted Blankets are made 
using a special laminating process, so 
that the entire blanket surface is weighted 
and not just individual sections. weighted 
blankets are very versatile and can be 
folded as needed in order to vary amount 
of weight needed. Ideal for use at home or 
in care environments to assist users with 
assist Autism, ADD, ADHD, stress, anxiety 
and sleep deprivation.

SOUTHPAW WEIGHTED 
VESTS & BEAR HUG
Both the bear Hugs and Weighted vests are 
perfect for users with ADHD, ADD, Autism 
and other forms of SPD, they have a calming 
effect which reduces hyperactivity and 
anxiety. These benefits help concentration 
levels and social interaction

WEIGHTED PRODUCTS
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SENSORY

SENSORY ROOM EQUIPMENT & INSTALLATION 
Our product specialists have been trained in sensory equipment  
& sensory room installation.

We are very fortunate to have access to two different sensory suppliers,  
so we can offer the best solution every time. We can really tailor the sensory 
room to the requirements of the client group and our specialists have  
excellent knowledge so can offer plenty of options for every eventuality.

Please contact a product specialist for more information or to  
book an onsite survey.



www.johnpreston.co.uk
028 9267 7077 


